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Digital Transformation is a Priority

40% of all IT spending in 2019 –
or $2+ trillion

Source: IDC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you look across the globe, you will notice how technology has been quickly evolving the face and shape of every organization and how business is done.  The digital transformation that is being experienced is creating new opportunities for businesses to realize greater opportunities to connect with customers and business partners as well as be more agile and competitive.(Source: IDC estimates that all 40 percent of all technology spending will go toward digital transformations, with enterprises spending in excess of $2 trillion in 2019.)
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Users Applications Data

Digital Transformation is Driving Explosive Growth In:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But digital transformation means different things to different enterprises: increase in types of users, cloud-first initiatives, explosion of data. Your business is getting more complex every day.And unfortunately, the hackers are taking advantage of that.
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Employee

Contractor

Vendor

Partner
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The perimeter we once used to protect our organizations is gone. We still need network, endpoint and data security, but the traditional approach to network security is increasingly insufficient. Instead of brute force attacks and SQL injections being the norm, intruders have slowly, but surely begun to favor social engineering. The traditional perimeter that IT relied on no longer exists. And the definitions of “inside” your IT environment has changed drastically.
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We Are
the New 
Attack 
Vector
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Presentation Notes
More frequently, hackers target users, because they can exploit their digital identities to gain access to high-value systems and data, all while concealing their activity and movements within an organization’s IT infrastructure. Considering the number of digital identities an enterprise may have, accessing a myriad of applications with varying levels of permissions, an enterprise could have millions of points of access into their systems. These points of access are each an exposure point, and hackers know that humans are who connect an organization's data, apps and systems.
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7.9 billion records
were exposed in 2017

Source: Risk Based Security, 2017 Report
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Presentation Notes
And we know all too well: it only takes one of those to be compromised for an entire organization to fall prey.One person. One identity. One access right – is all it takes.That one exposure point can exploit the entire IT infrastructure, which is why hackers target digital identities. And they’re successful: almost 8 billion records were exposed last year.
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442
Incidents

Every Industry Has Been Impacted

348
Incidents

338
Incidents

395
Incidents

447
Incidents

281
Incidents

Healthcare Government Retail TechnologyFinancial Education

Source: Risk Based Security, 2017 Report

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And those 8 billion records spanned virtually every industry, stemming from hundreds of incidents.
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ALL
users

ALL
data

ALL
apps

SailPoint Enables and Secures Digital Identities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The world of hackers and regulatory requirements is constantly changing. And your business is constantly changing.So your identity platform must evolve too. Identity governance *must* enable and secure digital identities for all users, all apps and all data. And each of those areas is exploding in complexity for many reasons. These are the new frontiers of identity.We believe a modern and robust identity program should cover all users, all apps and all data. 
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All Users
Users represent

many populations:

Contractors

Suppliers

Business Partners

Employees

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Digital transformation has significantly increased the complexity and scale of managing users and resources in the enterprise.In addition to employees, contractors, suppliers and business partners, we are now seeing IT environments where users are no longer just humans. Organizations are embracing RPAs and bots, and granting them access to systems and data - and they must be governed accordingly.
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All 
Applications

Across the data center 
and the cloud, from 
mainframe to SaaS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And every application needs to be managed and governed. Whether in the data center or in the cloud, an on-premises mainframe system or a SaaS app, these applications access needs to be controlled and managed.And more importantly, organizations need to quickly and efficiently bring these apps in production to enable the business, the users who are demanding them faster and quicker. 
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All Data
Data in structured 
systems, such as 

SAP and unstructured 
in files stored in 

applications, such as 
Box or SharePoint

Presenter
Presentation Notes
No identity governance program is complete without handling these other 80%, most of which is unknown to the corporation, most of which has not formal owner and most of which is not inventoried.
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SailPoint
enables 

organizations to 
answer 

three critical 
questions

Identity
Governance

How is Who
should

Who
currently

has access?

have access?access being
used?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SailPoint’s mission is to enable enterprises to grow and innovate, securely and confidently.To do that, organizations must manage the link between their entire user population and applications and data in the midst of their digital transformation.Identity governance is about answering three main questions: who has access to what (current state), who actually should have access to what (desired state) and how is that access being used? For all users, all applications, and all data.
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The Right
Identity
Partner
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1. As of 9/30/18
2. Based on Fortune’s 2018 Global 500 list
3. Federal agency rankings based on employee count provided in most recent Employment and Trends report from US OPM

We Empower the Largest, Most Complex Organizations 

7 of the top 15
banks

4 of the top 6
health insurance 
and managed 
care providers

9 of the top 15
property and 
casualty insurance 
providers

5 of the top 13
pharmaceutical 
companies

11 of the largest 15
U.S. federal agencies

1,000+ Customers 95% Customer Retention

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over the last decade, we have built a large and loyal customer base. To date, we’ve helped over 1,000 enterprises enable and secure their digital identities, so they can focus on being the best in their industry.The world’s largest organizations, with the most complex IT environments, have chosen SailPoint as their identity partner. And based on their success with our platform, we maintain a 95% customer retention rate.
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We Put Identity at the Center of Security and IT

Big Data

Access 
Management

Privileged Account Mgmt.

SIEM

Systems Management

Service Management

GRC

Enterprise Mobility 
Management

User Behavior Analysis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Perhaps our biggest innovation was putting identity at the center of security and IT operations. This was always are vision, and is now a reality.
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ALL
users

…through the deployment option of your choice.

ALL
data

ALL
apps

We Enable and Secure Digital Identities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We believe your identity program should cover all users, all apps and all data.And that you should have the flexibility to choose the deployment option that best fits your strategy. In your data center, in public cloud, through a managed service or in the cloud.And for that SailPoint is the right Identity governance choice.
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IdentityNow
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Benefits of IdentityNow
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SaaS Platform
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The Power of Identity² 
Delivering end-to-end identity access, 

governance and security
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ACCESS SECURITY COMPLIANCE

OKTA
The leader in access 

management

SAILPOINT 
The leader in identity 

governance

+

Identity Access + Governance = Identity²

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With that review of Okta SailPoint, it becomes a lot more clear as to why this partnership makes so much sense. Okta is the leader in Identity Access Management, and SailPoint provides the leading solution in identity governance and administration. �Okta connects you to all your resources, SailPoint ensures that connection is compliant. Any by protecting and automating identity management, we make your entire organization more secure. We offer protection against stolen credentials unauthorized access, and rogue accounts
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Identity Governance and 
Administration

Access Management

Leaders in the 
identity market

Defined respective 
markets

Partnering for 
customer benefit

Best-of-Breeds

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But hey, just don’t let us say we’re leaders in our respective markets, take a look at way the industry is saying. Okta and SailPoint are both leaders in their respective Gartner Magic Quadrants. Okta is a 2 times leader in Access Management and SailPoint is a leader in Gartners Identity Access and Governance magic quadrant. Gartner has broken into two market, they view this as two distinct discaplines
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How does it all come together?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So you’re getting a sense of the benefits. But how does this all come together and work for you?
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Integration Overview

Access 
Focus

Governance 
Focus

Integration
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Integration Overview

Authentication/Authorization

SaaS Account Provisioning

Single Sign-On

Adaptive MFA

Password Reset

Access Request

Access Certifications

Separation of Duties

Entitlement Provisioning

Password Management

On-Prem & Cloud 
Applications

SailPoint/Okta
Connector

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Okta, SailPoint connect to offer complete identity managementOkta secures identity accessSailPoint ensures identity governanceOkta, SailPoint connect to app infrastructure for seamless, secure access and governance 
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Use cases
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End Users Ready on Day One

System of 
Record

Automated
Provision Any 
Birthright App

Flexible
Connect to Any 
System of Record

Secure
Day One with the 
Right Access and 
SSO/MFA 

Birthright Apps on Day One

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Benefits are:Birthright appsWide array of connectorsFaster time-to-value across all cloud and on-prem appsOkta and SailPoint create accounts downstream, eliminate manual Users SSO/MFASSO and MFA provided by okta to any app, cloud or on-premPolicy based MFA and/or step-up MFA; could be per app basisFor on-prem-> IT admin would still need to go through VPN and/or reverse proxy
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Simplified Access Requests

Chicklet Added

Automated 
Access Requests to   
Approver

Secure
Put Access Decisions                                                                                                         
into Right Hands

User Requests Access

Request flows through 
approval process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Provisioned by whatever is already connectedAccess to all connectors, can do access requests to any appEasy access request for end usersGreater access to more apps they need to do their jobsThese can now be requestPain pointConnect the biz app owner  with IT. Unifies the request and approval processSame IT time in reseaching/getting approvalsHave app owner/admin approve and give instructions to IT
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Streamlined Access Certification

Access Review
Approve / Revoke ?

Automated
Manage Certification 
Campaigns

Flexible
All Apps/Systems

Secure
Access Deprovisioned 
as Necessary

Chicklet Removed



Thank You
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